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should state appropriate guidelines for disclosing 
detailed information. 
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Dear Editor 
New human light on bovine TB in cattle and wildlife? 
Progress towards the eradication of tuberculosis in 
man and livestock is being hampered by problems of 
diagnosis and misunderstandings as to aetiology and 
pathogenesis. Consequently, a comparison between 
species may be fruitful. 
The difficulty of early and reliable diagnosis is a 
hindrance as regards both man and cattle (1,2). Skin 
tests for both species may mis-identify both false 
positive cases which do not have TB, and false 
negative cases which do have TB. The critical impor- 
tance of more sensitive, faster blood or DNA tests 
would hence lie in picking up ‘missed’ TB carriers 
more rapidly, allowing for earlier chemotherapy and 
regression to a non-infectious state in man, for 
removal from the herd in cattle, thus minimizing 
onward transmission to new hosts. This is of particu- 
lar importance in cattle TB eradication schemes, 
since the skin test is, in practice, only 80% sensitive. 
Elderly, much tested, dairy cows may be desensitized, 
particularly during pregnancy which alters the 
immune response. Three TB carriers missed in this 
way caused 18 herd breakdowns (3). 
During the late stages of cattle TB eradication, the 
number of false positive ‘reactors’ may reach 80% of 
cases so that actual TB carriers are much harder to 
pick up. Two in three ‘TB Reactor Herds’ in England 
and Ulster currently turn out not to have TB on 
culturing (4). This has two major implications for the 
TB eradication scheme. Farms are subject to 4 
months minimum herd movement restriction need- 
lessly, and this costly annoyance could be avoided by 
immediately repeatable blood tests such as gamma 
interferon. Perhaps even more importantly, this may 
be the explanation for the pivotal misunderstanding 
in the Ministry of Agriculture’s TB scheme. It is 
claimed that only cattle with visibly lesioned (VL) 
lungs are infectious so that cattle are of little signifi- 
cance in passing TB to either other cattle or badgers, 
and hence badger culling is justified (5). However, 
there seems to be confusion between the two in three 
non-visibly lesioned (NVL) herds which produce no 
TB cattle nor TB badgers, and a small but highly 
significant minority of early TB cases which have 
‘overt’ lesions but are nevertheless infectious. This 
would explain why NVL cases may simply be pre- 
clinical cases which in 7(X80% of cattle have been 
exposed to Mycobacterium bovis. Such cases would 
then be the ‘undisclosed’ source of clusters of con- 
tiguous herd breakdowns (6-9). Underestimation of 
these factors and longer test intervals has led to 
slippage in the removal of VL/NVL cattle and further 
evidence that the problem has been mis-tested cattle 
all along, with a spillover of TB to badgers (6,lO). 
M. HANCOX 
17 Nouncells Cross, 
Stroud, U.K. 
21 August 1995 
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